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 Abstract--A model which facilitates the simulation of switch-
ing in a CMOS inverter, and a model for the associated PDF
evolution, are proposed. The latter model is based on a Gaussian
basis set. Simulation results, for the additive Gaussian white
noise case, show, first, that the Gaussian assumption for the
probability density function of the output jitter is valid at high
input noise levels but with deviations from the Gaussian form
for the propagation delay. Second, the output noise variance at a
set time varies and is a maximum close to the midpoint between
the high and low states. Third, the rms jitter of the output signal
increases with the input rise time and the output load capaci-
tance but decreases with increasing noise bandwidth. Fourth,
the high correlation between the input and output signals leads
to lower propagation delay jitter than expected. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The random phenomena inherent in the physical world
typically limits the performance of engineered entities and,
accordingly, significant research interest has been undertaken
to understand and characterize their origins and effects. The
operation of many systems depends on switching is some
form and such an operation is subject to jitter. The paper by
Stanley [1] provides good motivation for the study of the
nature of switching. In many engineering papers, e.g. [2], [3],
jitter is assumed to have a Gaussian probability density func-
tion (PDF). This assumption is consistent, for example, with
Gaussian noise input to a memoryless system and where the
rms noise level is consistent with a linear range of operation
and the probability of multiple level crossings is low. In gen-
eral, however, due to the non-linear nature of switching, jitter
values are not expected to be consistent with a Gaussian PDF,
e.g. [4]. Accordingly, it is of interest to establish the noise
level at which the Gaussian assumption breaks down as the
transition to a non-Gaussian PDF is likely to lead to higher
output rms noise and jitter levels than expected.

The first contribution of this paper is to investigate the
Gaussian assumption of jitter arising in the prototypical case
of switching in a CMOS inverter. This is facilitated by estab-
lishing a suitable differentiable approximation to the piece-
wise defined current-voltage characteristics of the NMOS
and PMOS devices and an overall differentiable input-output
relationship. The input noise is modelled consistent with
finite bandwidth white noise and, overall, the CMOS inverter
model is that of a Hammerstein system with feedback which
is subject to finite bandwidth white noise. The second contri-
bution of this paper is to use a Gaussian based orthonormal
basis set of functions, along with an interpolation function, to
model the probability density function evolution associated
with switching in a CMOS inverter. This approach is straight-

forward in comparison with alternative approaches, e.g. [5],
which require, for example, the solution of a non-linear par-
tial differential equation followed by high order integration.
Finally, simulation results show, first, that the Gaussian
assumption for jitter is valid up until high noise levels. Sec-
ond, the effect of input rise time, noise bandwidth and load
capacitance on the output noise and jitter. Third, the exist-
ence of high correlation between the input and output signals
which leads to lower than expected propagation delay jitter.

II. BACKGROUND

Consider an orthonormal basis set 

defined on the interval where the probability density function
of interest is non-zero. With such a basis set, the probability
density function of a random variable  can be written as [6] 

(1)

where the  coefficient is

(2)

Here  is the expectation operator. The coefficient  can

be estimated from  independent samples, ,

according to

(3)

and, consequently, an estimator for  is

(4)

It is the case, [6], that the estimate of the  coefficient, as
given by (3), is unbiased and has a variance which decreases
according to .

A.  Gaussian Based Basis Set

For  it is the case that
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where 

(6)

Here  is the  Hermite polynomial defined by

(7)

where  and . It then follows that 

(8)

is an orthogonal basis set for  based on Gaussian

functions with a mean  and a variance .

B.  PDF Evolution

The PDF at a specific time  can be modelled, consistent

with (1), using the mean , the variance  and the
Gaussian basis set defined in (8), according to

(9)

where . 

From samples of the random process taken at the times
, the mean, variance and basis set coefficients

can be estimated. An interpolating function , with
 and , can then be used to

establish approximate values for all other times:

(10)

(11)

(12)

In a similar manner the PDF evolution with time can be
approximated according to

(13)

An estimator for this PDF can be established from sample

values and estimates of ,  and .
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III. MODELLING CMOS INVERTER

The structure of a CMOS inverter, and its associated cir-
cuit model, are detailed in Fig. 1. The model assumes, as is
typically the case, that the internal MOSFET capacitance are
small relative to the load capacitance and can be included in
this capacitance. The current sources in the model have, as a
first order approximation, the following definitions:     

(14)

(15)

(16)

where  is the threshold voltage, ,

, and . Here  and 

are, respectively, the surface mobility of electrons and holes,
 is the relative permittivity of the oxide material,  is the

permittivity of free space and  is the oxide thickness. The

output voltage of the CMOS inverter is the solution of the
first order non-linear differential equation:

(17)

This equation is consistent with a Hammerstein system with
feedback.

A.  Modelling to Facilitate Simulation

To facilitate numerical solution of (17), the currents, first,
can be modelled according to:

Fig. 1.  Left: Structure of a CMOS inverter. Right: Model for CMOS
inverter.
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(19)

where  is the unit step function. Second, to avoid the non-
differentiability of these equations at the transition points
between the cutoff, triode and saturation regions, a useful
approach is to approximate the unit step function by the
hyperbolic tangent function according to

(20)

for a suitably small value of . The resulting differentiable
functions approximate the original piecewise defined func-
tions arbitrarily closely and, hence, facilitate the solution of
(17).

B.  Modelling Input Signal 

The input signal, for the case of switching from high to
low with a fall time of   seconds, is modelled according to 

(21)

where  is the additive noise and the constant  is defined
according to .

C.  Modelling Noise

The input noise signal  is one signal from a random
process defining signals with a Gaussian PDF, a flat spec-
trum on the interval , a rms amplitude of  and

defined according to

(22)

where  and  are outcomes of independ-

ent random variables that define, respectively, the phase and
frequency of the  sinusoids comprising the signal. The ran-
dom variables defining the phase are assumed to have a uni-
form distribution on  and   are outcomes of
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a Poisson point process with a rate  yielding,

on average,  frequencies randomly selected from the

interval . A specific outcome of this point process

yields  frequencies in the interval .

IV. RESULTS

The following parameter values are assumed:
, , , ,

, , , ,

, . Results are obtained using 

independent signals. The rms output noise levels detailed
below are at the level of  and all rms jitter levels

assume the first passage time across this same level.

One input signal, and its associated output signal, are
shown in Fig. 2. The PDFs of the level crossing time to

, for the input and output signals, and the PDF of the

propagation delay, are shown in Fig. 3. The PDF evolution is
shown in Fig. 4 using the model specified by (10) to (13).         

A.  Gaussianity and Correlatedness

As is evident in Fig. 3, the PDF of the level crossing
times, and the propagation delay, are approximately Gaus-
sian but with some deviation from the Gaussian form at low
levels for the propagation delay. When the rms input noise
level is at a high level of , the propagation delay

shows significant deviation from the Gaussian form. For set
times the PDF of the output signal is close to Gaussian but
with a divergence from the Gaussian form as the mean level
diverges from the mid-level of .
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Fig. 2.   Example of an input and output signal.
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Fig. 3.  PDF of level crossing times to the level  for input

signal (middle), output signal (right) and PDF for propagation delay
(left). The smooth curve is a Gaussian function. The dots are
simulation values. 
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The rms jitter levels of the input, output and propagation
delay, respectively, are ,  and . The
fact that the propagation delay jitter is smaller than the out-
put jitter is evidence of the input and output noise being cor-
related at the time when the output is . The

correlation coefficient is  and is relatively insensitive
to the input rms noise level.

B.  Effect of Input Rise Time

The output rise time, output rms noise level, output jitter,
and the propagation delay jitter, are specified in Table 1 for
the above defined parameters but with a varying input rise
time. A model for the output rms jitter (jitter in , rise time
in ) is

(23)

The results detailed in Table  show the importance of a fast
rise time, and circuitry to facilitate this, in minimizing the
output rms noise and the output rms jitter.

C.  Effect of Threshold on Jitter & RMS Noise Level

Consistent with the probability density function evolution
shown in Fig. 4, the output rms noise level is a maximum
close to . The signal to noise ratio improves with

increasing level and is around  higher at a level of 

 
Table 1.    Output rise time, rms noise, rms jitter and propagation delay

jitter. 

Input rise 
time 

Output 
rise time

Output 
rms noise

Output 
rms jitter

Propagation 
delay jitter

0.25 ns 0.75 ns 0.106 V 15.5 ps 12.4 ps
0.5 ns 0.79 ns 0.118 V 17.7 ps 13.0 ps
1 ns 0.89 ns 0.134 V 22.4 ps 18.8 ps
2 ns 1.12 ns 0.157 V 31.8 ps 36.4 ps
5 ns 1.65 ns 0.196 V 56.9 ps 90.7 ps
10 ns 2.4 ns 0.237 V 96 ps 173 ps
20 ns 3.6 ns 0.280 V 162 ps 318 ps

Fig. 4.   PDF evolution of output signal. Time is in ns. 20
coefficients in the basis function expansion have been used
along with a triangular interpolation function:
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than at . The rms jitter, however, increases from
 to . 

D.  Effect of Noise Bandwidth

For the same rms input noise level, the effective filtering
of high frequency noise leads to a lower output rms noise
level (  for ,  for

), and lower output jitter (  for

,  for ). The lower the

bandwidth of the noise, the greater the level of input-output
noise correlation (  for ,  for

) due to the decrease in the level of noise fil-

tering.

E.  Effect of CMOS Load Capacitance

The output rms jitter, and the propagation delay jitter,
increase as the load capacitance increases. The output rms
jitter changes from  when  to 

when . Whilst increasing load capacitance pro-

vides greater noise filtering it results in a slower rise time of
the output signal which is the cause of the increased jitter.
The rms noise level decreases with increasing capacitance
consistent with the increased noise filtering.

V. CONCLUSION

Using a model which facilitates simulation of switching,
and a Gaussian basis set which underpins a model for PDF
evolution, simulation results have shown, first, that the
Gaussian assumption for the probability density function of
the output jitter is valid at high input noise levels but this is
not the case for the propagation delay. Second, the output
noise variance at a set time varies and is a maximum close to

. Third, the rms jitter of the output signal increases

with the input rise time and the output load capacitance but
decreases with increasing noise bandwidth. Fourth, the high
correlation between the input and output signals leads to
lower propagation delay jitter than expected.
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